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FOUR TRENDS IN 
HOME-OFFICE  

DESIGN

o longer consigned to the basement or unused nook, 
the home office has emerged as one of the most  
important residential amenities, thanks to an uptick 
in both self-employment and flexible working trends. 

“The home office comes up all the time—it’s on  
par with programming the kitchen and dining room,” says  
David Dowell, a principal at Kansas City, Mo., architecture firm 
El Dorado Inc. “It’s in the top three things we design.”

Whether they’re working for themselves or others, some  
25 million Americans are calling home “the office” at least  
one day a week. Among them, 2.8 million self-employed people 
consider home their primary place of work, according to  
consultancy Global Workplace Analytics.

With the number of at-home workers on the rise—the 
population grew 29.4 percent from 2005 to 2012—the need 
for workspace is constant and evolving. We asked architects, 
designers and space and product specialists for their take  
on the trends driving the home-office sector. With options 
ranging from integrated systems to stand-alone “shedquarters,” 
at-home workers aren’t just making do; they’re making their 
own ways to work. >>>
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• 
LoftCube’s mobile 

units range from 441 
to 1,035 square feet. 
Prices start at about 

$122,400.
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LESS IS MORE
T idiness is increasingly at the center of home-office design, 

thanks in no small part to Marie Kondo, author of the  
bestselling book The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up. 
Kondo’s neatnik ethos applies to everything in the home. In the 
office, she extols the pleasures of purging—not just books and 
paper but elaborate storage systems, which can be ditched in 
favor of shoe boxes.

Erica Ecker, owner of organizing service The Spacialist  
in New York City, says when she started her business 17 years  
ago, “paper was eating up every space in everyone’s offices.” 
These days, she helps at-home workers create more space by 
scanning documents and enlisting digital assets such as  
online organizers. In space-cramped Manhattan, she steers 
clients toward services such as Box Butler, which picks up and 
delivers small storage boxes upon request—an ideal solution,  
she says, for people who must hang on to archives, product 
samples or equipment. 

Christine Albertsson, principal at Minneapolis firm  
Albertsson Hansen Architecture, says the “conversation  
about stuff” is one of the first she has with clients.

“There’s a move toward minimal space that’s smart and  
uplifting and not cluttered,” she says. “Every person should  
go through their house and assess what they really need.”  
That includes a reevaluation of equipment, which she calls  
“a shifting issue,” as technologies for entertainment and work  
become less segregated.

“When people want a TV in the computer room, I say just  
use your computer,” she says.

Dowell agrees, noting that home offices are organized around 
the realities of space. “You used to have to think long and hard 
about what kind of computer you had—where does the tower 
go?” he says. But now, “the technologies don’t take a lot of 
space—everything is done from a laptop, projectors are small  
and with wireless printers, it’s really about making sure you have 
the cabinet space for them.

“Most of the conversations about home offices right now are 
on what’s really essential—what you need in order to work well,” 
he adds. “They’re in-depth conversations. No office we’re work-
ing on is generic. They’re all very specific to the type of work 
people are doing or will do over the next 10 or 20 years.”

MULTIPURPOSE  
AND MULTILAYERED 
“A cknowledge that your workspace may not be just one area, 

and it shouldn’t be,” says productivity expert Marissa 
Brassfield, founder and CEO of San Diego-based Ridiculously  
Efficient. Brassfield mixes up her routine with occasional stints 
in a shared workspace but spends most of the time in her back-
yard shed office. Designed in the style of a retro airport lounge,  
it also serves as a party room; along with a 20-inch monitor, a 
stand-up work bar and a wall painted with whiteboard paint, she 
has a wine fridge and travel memorabilia.

• 
A loft conversion by 
Albertsson Hansen  

Architecture features an 
office tucked away behind 

the bed’s headboard.

There’s a move toward minimal space 
that’s SMART AND UPLIFTING and not cluttered. 

• 
Modular wall systems 
from Atlas Industries 
are crafted from solid 
hardwoods and steel.PH
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Brassfield is among a new category of at-home workers whom 
Dowell says “are trying to find ways to push work and living 
closer together … in a highly curated and designed environment.” 

When clients propose designing workspaces as part of  
their living spaces, Dowell asks about their habits and materi-
als, advising, “You have to be able to tidy whatever is going on, 
transitioning from work to entertaining.” 

When Albertsson took on a Minneapolis warehouse conver-
sion—the ultimate visual expression of work and home—she 
fashioned an office in a loft using the headboard of a bed as a 
screen that hides the workstation. The upholstered half-wall con-
ceals the desk, computer and research materials, yet is integrated 
with the rest of room, displaying travel souvenirs as a backdrop. 

Other projects architects say are in demand from their clients 
include “command centers” that are open to the kitchen and 
“homework bars” where children and parents can work together. 
“Non-compartmentalization of residential space is very impor-
tant to our clients, but there needs to be an understanding on 
how to make an important separation when people want to have 
that,” Albertsson says. 

San Francisco designer Tineke Triggs says the trend of clients 
who “don’t want things to look like offices and want them  
to feel more like living rooms” is driven by the local tech culture. 
Following the playful design lead of many tech headquarters, 
“people are wanting to do their offices as their getaway spaces, 

where they can be relaxed and thoughtful without being corpo-
rate and sterile,” she explains. 

And in keeping with the California lifestyle, Triggs adds, her 
clients want the ability to move around the house. “The con-
sciousness of health is prevalent here, being able to move your 
device around between sitting and standing.”

Brassfield says the most common complaint she hears from 
new clients is that they’re working in “an environment that has 
no relation to their quality of life. The hardest thing to measure 
is how you feel, but people know the difference between an  
uninspiring space and a joyful space.”  

BESPOKE FURNITURE
In most homes, where every square foot counts, there’s been a 

rethinking about furniture. 
Artisan designers have stepped into the game, making inroads 

where dedicated built-ins once reigned. In addition to combining 
function and style, such craftsmen have layered a sort of cogni-
tive feng shui into work surfaces that feel as good as they look.

In Newburgh, N.Y., Atlas Industries addresses both space and 
aesthetics with the as4 modular office, a wall-mounted, pick-
your-components system built to each client’s available space. 
Founder and designer Thomas Wright says the structures,  
constructed of solid hardwoods and steel, offer the “flexibility 

of a regular modular but with a much higher level of detail. This 
will go front and center in a luxury condo or in the parlor—not 
the utility room.”

Atlas’ online drag-and-drop tool helps users design their own 
systems, which they can send in for a prompt estimate. (We re-
quested a 64-by-87-inch system of four shelves, a pencil drawer, 
upper cabinet and about 72 inches of surface space, and received 
an estimate of $7,477, sales tax not included.) Though not cheap, 
the units pay for themselves in terms of increased productivity, 
according to Wright.

“Do I want to sit down at a desk that feels cheap?” he  
asks. “These things make a huge difference in the work you’re  
doing.” He points out that writers have told him the systems 
have “changed the way I work and my outlook on how I  
approach my work.” 

Tapping into the organic, modern furniture movement, 
Brooklyn-based Uhuru Design created a line of furniture that co-
founder Jason Horvath says is increasingly used by people who 
want a combined workspace and statement piece. His workshop 
creates custom furniture from reclaimed heritage materials, 
such as tables made from Kentucky bourbon barrels or salvaged 
pieces of the Coney Island Boardwalk.

“There’s more of a demand for the narrative—it’s one of 
our strongest assets,” Horvath explains. “These are interest-
ing stories, and they become showpieces in the home office … 
something that people can hold onto and talk about. It’s not 
disposable design.” 

Horvath, whose workshop does high-end commercial projects 
for companies such as Tekserve, an independent Apple retailer 
in downtown Manhattan, says the demand for stand-up desks  
in the commercial environment has flowed over into the home  
office. Since all of Uhuru’s work is custom, he can build desks to 
any height and is prototyping a fully adjustable-height desk.

Like Triggs in San Francisco, Horvath sees health consider-
ations as more prevalent than ever before. “The ability to stay 
active while you’re working needs to be considered more now 
than it has been in the past,” he says. “They say sitting is the  
new smoking.”

“SHEDQUARTERS”
A s the tiny house movement captured public imagination,  

the similarly fashioned shed office hit a home run with those 
who seek separation of personal and business environments.  
The trend is especially popular on the West Coast, with its tem-
perate climate and high number of at-home workers. (Among  
the largest U.S. metro areas, San Diego has the highest con-
centration of people—4.2 percent—who consider home their 

primary place of work, reports Global Workplace.) 
“California is definitely the biggest market for us,”  

says Jeremy Horgan-Kobelski, co-founder of Louisville, 
Colo.-based Studio Shed. “California is very comfortable 
with modern architecture, and the climate has a lot to  
do with that, too; these are true four-season spaces.”

Studio Shed’s prefab structures, designed online in  
a range of components and colors, accommodate  
electrical hookups and varying technology. “Certainly 
among creatives they’re popular,” Horgan-Kobelski  
says. “Writers and photographers are definitely a core 
market for us. It allows people the convenience of working 

from home but without the same distraction as having an  
office in their home.”

A new offering is in the works for musicians: Studio Sheds 
featuring Auralex Acoustics Studiofoam. The kits range from 
$13,000 to $30,000; the online design feature has an estimator 
that calculates costs in real time.

Enthusiasts of midcentury modern architecture are turning  
to KitHaus, which constructs sheds with a nod to the Case Study 
Houses of the 1940s to 1960s, designed by luminaries such  
as Richard Neutra and Charles and Ray Eames, that gave Los 
Angeles an architectural edge.

“California’s experimental housing started with midcentury 
architects, and ours has definitely taken that direction,”  
says Tom Sandonato, who co-founded L.A.-based KitHaus  
in 2005. 

Though most of the installations are in the West (San Diego  
is a major market), some have popped up in affluent communi-
ties in Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. A KitHaus 
also adorns the rooftop of the Marianne Boesky Gallery in  
Manhattan’s Chelsea art district. 

The most popular model is the k3, which, at 117 square feet, 
was designed for installation without a permit in most munici-
palities, Sandonato says. The starting cost for the customizable  
k3 is $32,500. “We know we’re not the most affordable option 
out there,” he notes. “When people come to us for extra space, 
they’re probably not our customer. But when people love the way 
[a KitHaus] looks, that’s more what we look for.” 

Taking that thought a step further—or a story higher—is  
LoftCube, a German company specializing in mini-structures  
for a variety of uses. CEO Christian Friedrich sees rooftop  
real estate in cities and “all other areas where you like to have  
an exceptional view” as the probable landing pad for his  
space-age-looking cubes. LoftCube models start at 109,000  
euros (about $122,400); the two-level model is 289,000 euros  
(about $325,000). Plans are underway to launch in the U.S. 

“Customers recognize these types of lofts no longer as a proj-
ect but a real product,” Friedrich explains. “We feel the market  
overall is moving from first movers to followers, which means 
the customers start to accept this segment as an alternative.” 

Brassfield, the productivity expert with her own backyard 
shed office, calls the space her sanctuary. “One thing I love about 
it,” she says, “is the perfect balance of working at home with the 
psychological satisfaction of walking out of a room and turning 
the lights off.” 

BASED IN NEW YORK CITY, LANA BORTOLOT COVERS REAL ESTATE FOR 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL AND THE NEW YORK POST.  
@LBORTOLOT

• 
Midcentury-inspired 
modules from 
KitHaus start  
at $32,500 for  
117 square feet.

•
An extendable table 
from Uhuru Design 
combines bleached 
maple with marble.
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